
The Mouse 

Questions 

Answer yes or no to the following questions 

1. Was the mouse in the kitchen?    

2. Did the mouse run?  

3. Did the mouse run under the door? 

4. Did Mum chase the mouse with a mop? 

5. Does the mouse now live in a cage? 

Finish the sentences using words in the box.  

 

door               broom               cage               after               mouse 

 

1. Mum used a ____________ to sweep the floor.  

2. Pop ran ____________ the mouse with a mop.  

3. The little white ____________ had a new home.  

4. The mouse ran under the ____________.  

5. The mouse lives in a ____________.  



Bike Race Comprehension 

Answer the questions. 

 

1. Rick and James were 

a. going uphill fast.  

b. going uphill slowly.  

c. going downhill fast.  

2. Which boy thinks he is the best? ___________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

3. Jack 

a. is the fastest.  

b. thinks that was fun. 

c. is taller than Rick.  

4. What popped up from under a bush? _______________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

5. The boys are on loud bikes. What sort of bikes are they riding?  

_____________________________________________________________________ 

6. What happened first? Choose a or b. 

a. The boys take a sharp turn. 

b. A dog pops up from under a bush.  

 



Bike Race Activities 

The words in the box come from the text. Write the word that matches 

the picture. 

 

    

         _______________________________ 

          

         _______________________________ 

  

          _______________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

bikes               trees                bush               dog               again 

Print in the missing ‘i-e’ sound. Match the word to the picture.  



The One that Got Away Comprehension 

Answer the questions. 

 

1. Who felt a tug on his line? _________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

2. The tip of Tim’s rod  

a. bent.               b. snapped.               c. swayed.  

3. Where did Pop tell Time to put the fish?  

a. in a bucket               b. back in the water               c. on the wharf  

4. How many fish did Tim catch? ______________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

5. Tim threw the fish back because  

a. he wanted to catch a green fish.  

b. the fish was too small to keep.  

c. the fish was not pretty enough.  

 

Think about this 

Look at the picture of Tim and Pop. Why does Pop have a bucket next to 

him? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 



The One that Got Away Book Report 

Complete the sentences.  

The book I read was __________________________________________________ 

The story was about __________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

The main characters were ____________________________________________ 

 

Which word in the story means … ? 

out of shape __________________ 

the end part of a person’s arm __________________ 

a hard pull __________________ 

wind something onto a reel __________________ 

 

Which is the odd word out … ? 

Tim   Jim   let   him _________________  

hand   stand    land   back __________________ 

yell   pot   tell   fell __________________ 

jug    bent   sent   went __________________ 


